Diving Safety
Preparing for dive travel
Planning for diving related travel is a key part of
remaining safe and avoiding illness or injury when
diving. Diving is a very physically demanding
cardiovascular activity. People with known cardiac
disease of any type should consult with their
doctor before initiating dive activity. Although
serious dive related injuries are rare, few medical
providers are trained to recognize medical illness
related to diving. As a result, it is even more
important that divers are educated and trained to
recognize dive related illness and seek qualified dive
medicine help.

DIVING DISORDERS
Barotrauma: Ears and Sinus
Ear barotrauma is the most commonly recognized injury
in divers. The injury occurs during descent. If proper
equalization techniques are not employed a depth
related pressure gradient develops across the eardrum.
This can result in a variety of problems from fluid accumulation in the middle ear to ear drum rupture.

available and immediate transport to a medical
facility, preferably one that has a hyperbaric chamber.
Arterial Gas Embolism (AGE)
Due to the pressure changes that occur when
diving on both descent and ascent, precautions must
be taken to allow the body time to acclimate to these
pressure shifts. Rate of ascent and breathing must be
performed at the correct rate as
recommended by a qualified diving instructor. Failure to
do this can result in overinflation of the lung. This can not
only injure the lung but can also cause gas bubbles to
track under the skin; in serious cases, gas bubbles can
enter the blood stream and cause AGE or even stroke.
AGE is a medical emergency and requires immediate
care at a hospital or emergency room with dive
medicine expertise.

SIGNS OF ARTERIAL GAS EMBOLISM
numbness
Weakness
Tingling
dizziness
Blurred vision

CHEST PAIN
personality change
seizures
paralysis
loss of consciousness

Barotrauma Symptoms
Ear Pain
Ringing in the ears
Vertigo or Dizziness
Sensation of ear fullness
Decreased Hearing

Decompression illness (DCI)
Decompression illness is a term that is loosely applied
to describe both arterial gas embolism (AGE) and
decompression sickness (DCS). AGE and DCS can be
difficult to distinguish in the field at the dive site. DCI can
occur to even experienced divers who have
followed the standard decompression protocols and
the principles of safe diving. As a general rule, any
diver who surfaces unconscious or loses consciousness
with 10 minutes after resurfacing should be suspected
of having possible AGE. This should prompt
administration of the highest fraction of oxygen

Decompression sickness (DCS): “The Bends”
When diving, air supply is delivered under pressure.
This results in excess gas (especially nitrogen) dissolving
in body tissues. The amount of dissolved gas is related to both dive depth and time. When ascending this
excess dissolved gas must be allowed to clear through
controlled respiration. There are a number of variables
involved in DCS but in general if the amount of
dissolved gas crosses a threshold, it can supersaturate
the tissue it is residing in and form bubbles. These bubbles can interfere with blood flow to the brain and other
tissues. This illness has been called “the bends”.
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SIGNS OF Decompression sickness
JOINT ACHES/PAINS
numbness/tingling
mottling of skin
coughing spasms
breathing difficulty
itching
unusual fatigue

weakness
personality change
incontinence
staggering/loss of coodination
tremors
paralysis
collapse

Flying after diving
The risks to divers of decompression illness is increased
in those who fly or are exposed to dramatic alitude
changes after diving. Most commercial aircraft are
pressurized to an 6000-8000 ft altitude equivalvent.

Preventing Diving Disorders
Recreational divers should consider risk carefully and
dive conservatively. With this is mind, dives should be
well within the decompression limits specified by dive
tables or computers and by the limits of their training.
Even experienced divers can suffer from DCI so this
advice is particularly important to recreational
divers. Of particular note are those engaging in
multiple dives, strenuous exercise and dives greater
than 60 feet. Diving is a very challenging and
potentially very dangerous activity and should be
done after proper training, in well hydrated, sober
and rested individuals and always in the presence of a
companion diver.

§
DIVING-FLYING INTERVAL RECOMMENDATIONS
≥ 12 hours after surfacing from a single
no-decompression dive
≥ 18 hours after repetitive dives or multiple days
of diving
≥ substantially longer than 18 hours after dives
where decompression stops were required
§ intervals recommended do not eliminate risk of dcs. longer
intervals further reduce risk.

DIVING EMERGENCY RESOURCES
DIVers alert network (DAN) - 919-684-2948 24 hr. emergency consultation and evacuation assistance - collect calls accepted
DAN can help assist management of diving emergencies, including information on recompressION need,
assitance with evacuation to a recompression facility, including transport assistance.
DAN offers diving related travel health insurance. check your tRAvel insurance to make sure diving related injuries are covered.
DAN- non-emergency consult 919-684-2948 EXT. 222
DAN website: www.diversalertnetwork.org

